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Celebrated scholar Joseph Campbell shares his intimate and inspiring reflections on the art of living

in this beautifully packaged book, part of a new series to be based on his unpublished writings.
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I was hooked after the first sentence: "The privilege of a lifetime is being who you are". Campbell

talks to us about work and love and the meaning of life with such clarity that we can't argue, or say

"Yes, but..." When Campbell is just talking (and not in college professor lecture mode) he gives

tidbits that are reminiscent of Lindbergh's "Gift From The Sea". "Let the world be as it is and learn to

rock with the waves." And maybe you can learn something about people in your life. "In choosing

your god, you choose your way of looking at the universe. There are plenty of gods...The god you

worship is the god you deserve." This is definitely a book to keep and re-read. My favorite thing

about it is that you can flip through it, or let it fall open, and you'll find something worthwhile. You

don't have to read the whole book all at once to 'get it'.

This is one of the most challenging, thought provoking, mind bending, and soul calling books I have

ever read. Campbell is so entertaining in his ability to simplify complex religious and social

structures that it is not important to already know about the Far East, the Near East, or your local

Baptist church, he brings it all into focus on a common human level. I found this book disturbing in

it's ability to draw me into the wonder of being human and how utterly connected we all are. It's the

kind of book that you can open to any page, read only a few lines, and be pulled into a thought that



will chase you the whole day. Campbell is pithy, humorous, practical, fact filled, and inspiring. If you

enjoy thinking about God, the nature of being human, or politics, BUY THIS BOOK!!!! You won't be

sorry.

This is a great introduction to, or summation of, Campbell's works. Most of his works are extreemly

deep and can be difficult to reach but well worth the effort. If you really want to probe the deapths of

Campbell's work but are intimidated by his other books, this will give you a great overview and fire

your desire to dig deeper.I have read all of Campbell's books. The amount and breadth of the

information and thier implications is staggering. The most amazing thing about this book is that I

would have chosen almost exactly the same summative material for this type of book as did

Osborn. My background is steeped in science--Osborn's in poetry. Yet we found the same "song of

the universe" within Campbell's works.Why? Because the song is transparent to the transendent

and there for the everyone.

I was first introduced to this book after I had knee surgery and was forced to lay on my butt and

keep relatively inactive. I have to admit, I was feeling a little sorry for myself thinking and feeling that

somehow I was being cheated by the universe in some way. So my friend comes over with this

book and starts reading me sections out of it...He reads outloud, "The privilege of a lifetime is being

who you are..."Immediately my consciousness elevated. I said, "What did you just say?"He

repeated, "The privilege of a lifetime is being who you are...""Oh, my...that's an amazing

thought...oh, I really like that..."And even though he continued to read on, my mind and my heart

stayed with that one nugget of pure gold. I let this idea permeate my whole being. It was just what I

needed to hear. My surgery was not about punishment, it was about using it in a way that

would/could serve me in greater ways than I was able to forsee at the time.My friend left and I

immediately hobbled over to the computer and ordered this book. In about three days (interesting

symbology itself) it arrived and I began to not just read this book but devour it with all of my heart,

mind, and soul. I really feel that the essence behind the words contributed greatly to my

healing...not just with my knee, but in other areas that I might have previously let go unaddressed.I

give copies of this book to people for their birthdays and I always inscribe this message,

"....because the privilege of a lifetime is being exactly who and what you are!"Let this and the other

wondrous truths that can be discovered in this beautiful book sink into your mind, your heart, and

soul.Remind yourself that it is a privilege of a lifetime to be who you are and then attempt to realize

with real eyes that this is the truth of everyone and everything despite what the appearances may



look like! Facts change but the Truth lives on forever...

Outstanding. This is my Bible. Unbelievable wealth of things to read and re-read for the rest of your

life. His best work by far. Almost as good is his 5-tape series hosted by Susan Sarandon and much,

much better than his 6-tape set with Bill Moyers which is an elementary introduction to Campbell.

Moyers tried hard but couldn't seem to get his brain around Campbell's message. Anyone who

wants to be fully engrossed in Campbell can do so with the Sarandon tape series and this book. A

rare jewel.

After my mom died I needed something. I KNEW inately that this was the way of the world, the way

of life but I needed someone to confirm that for me. I knew it was 'fair' and that life is what it is and

that we have to be who we are as we move through it. (Maybe I got all that kind of thing from the

many many times I watched the interview of JC with Bill Moyers many years ago.) Someone on a

book group mentioned this book to me so I ordered it, and I read it. And it helped me to accept the

world when it is painful. "... participate joyfully in the sorrows of the world."Thanks for this book. It's a

keeper.I also want to say that while everyone here seems to mention how good the book is in

distilling his work with myths and religion and whatnot, no one seems to mention that it's a darn

good book to read when you needed something life affirming.The world is perfect. It's a mess. It's

always been a mess and that's perfect.
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